We see each minute of every day as an opportunity to
challenge the status quo. We aim to see more, be more
and create more.

We are Oceanum Advertising.
A proudly independent, fiercely creative, results-driven
advertising agency. Our team is as diverse as the body of
water that bears our name and twice as relentless.
Founded in 2016, Oceanum Advertising LLC was formed to
help brands reach their full potential.

ABOUT US

People first. Daylight second.
Strong, long-lasting relationships built on trust and respect.

Good design. Good business.
Strategic design is a process, not just a pretty picture.
It’s communication done right. It’s the “It factor” required
to shine.

Great work. Is hard.
Great work is making tough decisions, not reaching
consensus. Believe what you say. Say what you believe.
Always do your best.

Transparency. Collaboration.
Partner and collaborator, never vendor. We are your third
wheel. Get used to it.

Attention to Detail.
It’s in the details. It always has been. It always will be.

VALUES

Our success is measured by your success. Our process
is engage, inspire & activate. Our designs are beautiful,
cross-channel communications that deliver results. We
hold ourselves to the highest standards of creative and
technical excellence.
Every client, project and campaign draws from the
undying passion and professionalism upon which
Oceanum is built.
We work with you to drive loyalty, growth and
measurable results. For us, it’s all about forming a
creative team with you, diving into what you need, and
doing everything possible to help you reach your
business goals.

OUR PROCESS

STRATEGY

DESIGN

BRANDING

Our strategy is simple. We are a team, and together
we work relentlessly to understand your needs
throughout every phase of each project, and deliver
work that consistently reflects a level of care and
attention that’s hard to find these days.

Anyone can follow a brief, but it’s the creative touch
that produces that “Wow factor” that’s going to help
you stand out. We can’t reiterate enough that quality
design is all in the details, and always will be.

We are bombarded with countless adverts each day;
many of which are so generic they go right over our
heads. Our team has a wealth of experience across
multiple industries to pitch in and make sure your
brand is marketable, relevant and above all: Unique.

DIGITAL

MARKETING

WEB

As more digital channels and social platforms offer
advertising opportunities, more companies are
implementing a strategy to have a digital presence;
including your competition. Don’t get left behind and let
us help you ramp up one of the most important parts
of your business.

This multifaceted field requires so much attention that
we understand it can be hard to keep up and provide
the necessary support for a successful marketing plan
100% of the time. On the bright side, that’s what we’re
here for. Let us help fill those gaps!

Your website is arguably the largest driver of your
business. Your website IS your brand and should
represent your identity as a business clearly, accurately
and creatively; and we have the best team around to
help with this incredibly intricate process.

UNIQUE WAY EVENTS

We believe in giving credit where credit is due.
That said, not to blow our own horn, but we are
incredibly proud of the novel and beautifully crafted work
we have delivered to our happy clients and the positive
results yielded as a result of our team’s
hard work.
The most exciting part is that this is only the
beginning. We are thrilled to have the opportunity to do
what we do each day and we look forward to continue
building our empire with our amazing partners.
Have a look at a few of our notable case studies:
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Pure Health is a market leader in healthcare solutions and
technologies, specializing in the enhancement of various
operations for healthcare and clinical enterprises.
Pure Health came to Oceanum with the major project of
rebranding their business. Our creative team diligently took
on the task and created a strengthened brand
identity with new colors, an enhanced logo and beautifully
designed stationery and marketing collateral.
We are thrilled to have Pure Health on board and look
forward to continue help strengthen their brand in an
incredibly competitive market.
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The Mall Jumeirah is a major fashion and retail destination
and shopping haven in Dubai with so much more to offer
than an average mall.
The Mall approached us with a need for a creative boost in
their social strategy, digital marketing and a clean new look
and feel to their brand that is consistent and recognizable.
We helped them with organized social media calendars
containing every last detail from color patterns to copy, as
well as creative ideas for competitions to increase user
engagement and footfall.
The Mall has seen significant growth since the commencement
of our collaboration and we’re happy to be a part of one
another’s success.
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TAO Spa is a luxury Wellness and Spa lounge in Dubai

Brief was simple… Create TAO’s brand!
So we created their logo, stationaries, internal branding and
website - as well as developed a long term strategy to
increase footfall and build brand awareness.
TAO Spa Dubai is now an established brand in Dubai due
to our brand building, influencer engagement and general
awareness campaigns across traditional and digital media.
Needless to say, TAO was so psyched with our marketing
approach and creative work that they have retained
Oceanum as their advertising agency for 2017.

“

“

Oceanum took the massive task of helping us create our brand from the ground

up with impeccable attention to every aspect of each project and subtask and

impeccable execution. We are thoroughly pleased pleased with everything from our

website to our spa design, and we look forward to building this invaluable

relationship with Oceanum.
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SPAN specializes in warehouse solutions and technologies,
supply chain logistics, office solutions and is a leading consultant
in the market.
SPAN strives to build long-term relationships by providing their
customers with continuous reactive support, not only through
the life of the project, but maintaining that level of support in
the post-implementation phase as well.
Oceanum continuously designs and develops their 2017
marketing material for all 5 divisions.
Countless projects and we’re still enjoying great results and hot
coffees together - what can we say... SPAN is family!

“

“

We have a very specific niche in the market and even with this level of specificity,

Oceanum gets it. I know the team will handle every project I send their way, big or

small, with the same level of care and attention to detail. What more can you ask for

in a partner!
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Nayla Samaha - Marketing Communications Officer
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Mystic Flowers takes pride in providing unique floral
designs for any occasion. Picking the very best seasonal
flowers that their designers will customize and foliage in
a fusion of colors and texture every piece based on space,
style and budget.
Mystic Flowers were so impressed with our creative work
and our enthusiasm for their brand that they have asked
us to service their brand for 2017.
Watch this space!
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Founded in 1983, CleanCo has grown to become UAE’s
leading Facility Management Company. Their strategy is
strongly focused on integrating people, facilities, processes
and technology into a single interactive solution.
We work with CleanCo to provide all design and print work
for their exciting campaigns, activations and facility
management resources.

“

“

Finding the right partner to help our business flourish to its full potential was key,

and Oceanum has proven to be a perfect match for all of our advertising and

communication needs. The team lives up to its promise to provide results-driven

services and we can always trust that the work we receive will be flawless down to

the last detail.
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Access Power is a leading developer of power assets in
Africa and emerging countries in Asia. The company is
launching the product ‘Linda’ - a unique portable
electricity device aimed at electrifying rural areas in Africa
and Asia. Linda’s mission is to enable rural communities
with affordable electricity and create a unique ecosystem
for potential entrepreneurship.
Having pitched and successfully awarded Access Power’s
branding project. Oceanum strategically conceptualized &
developed their newly launched LINDA brand, which
included logo development, stationaries and print.
Our goal was simple… to have a thematic design that cuts
through the clutter of their industry and characterizes the
brand, differentiates the product logo from their
competitors and of course is easily recognizable.

went above and beyond the brief to help us build the LINDA brand. Their service,

professionalism and transparency is what long-lasting relationships are built upon.
Marcos Benito - Project Manager
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“

“

Thank you so much for the fantastic, creative work! The team at Oceanum

Our success is measured by your success. Our process
is engage, inspire & activate. Our designs are beautiful,
cross-channel communications that deliver results. We
hold ourselves to the highest standards of creative and
technical excellence. Every client, project and campaign
draws from the undying passion and professionalism upon
which Oceanum is built.
We work with you to drive loyalty, growth and measurable
results. For us, it’s all about forming a creative team with
you, diving into what you need, and doing anything
possible to help you reach your business goals.
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OCEANUM
ADVERTISING
info@oceanumadagency.com
+971 56 265 7355
Emaar Boulevard Plaza, Tower 1 ,
Office 3003, Dubai
www.oceanumadagency.com
oceanumadvertising

LET's make
waves

